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Abstract 

This paper presents two distinct methods of enhancing the 
restorability of ATM virtual path (VP) networks whereby work
ing paths have statically assigned protection or "backup" paths. 
Since preplanned restoration relies upon assumptions made about 
the network configuration and the type of failure which will occur, 
it is inherently sensitive to any kind of network reconfiguration 
like path routing alterations or bandwidth modifications, as well 
as the occurrence of an unexpected failure. The focus of this 
paper is on two different methods of increasing the number of re
stored VPs under certain conditions which restrict the capability 
of preplanned restoration. The first is a dynamic route-searching 
technique which can be incorporated into a hybrid restoration 
framework to supplement preplanned restoration. The second 
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method of improving restorability involves a simple adaptation 
to the preplanned restoration whereby the active rather than the 
peak VP capacity is assigned to the backup route. Computer 
simulations of a 20 node mesh network are employed to demon
strate the effectiveness of each technique in improving the level of 
restoration when there is limited spare capacity in the network. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

It is essential that high speed communications networks comprising 
fibre-optic links and large throughput switching elements are inherently 
resilient to span or node failures to avoid unacceptable levels of service 
disruption(McDonald, 1994). Consequently, the advent of advanced 
broadband transmission and switching technologies like SDH and ATM 
has spurred intense research activity in the field of survivability and 
restoration techniques(Wu, 1992). In wide area mesh networks, trunk 
restoration is the process of rerouting bundles of circuits simultaneously 
"by updating.the maps of digital crossconnect systems (DCS). In other 
words, DCS reconfi.guration yields path level rerouting and relies upon 
the placement of spare capacity in the network. Many implementations 
ofDCS-based restoration are feasible in both SDH and ATM networks, 
depending on the type of control exercised during restoration (central 
or distributed), the type of path rerouting employed (local or end-to
end) and the r.oute-designation process (preplanned or dynamic). 

This paper initially focuses on a particular restoration scheme pro
posed for ATM backbone networks comprising a layout of virtual paths 
whereby disjoint backup paths are pre-assigned to working VPs, mean
ing the rerouting is performed on an end-to-end basis(Kawam.ura et 
al, 1994). A distributed control protocol is triggered in the event of 
failure to coordinate backup VP activation. This particular restora
tion strategy combines many attractive features such as efficient use 
of spare capacity and virtual path identifiers (VPI), low path elonga
tion and, in the event of failure, very rapid restoration with a simple 
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protocol(Veitch et al, 1996a). There are fundamental limitations of pre
planned routing schemes however, the core of which will be explained 
in section 2. Section 3 then describes the application of two distinct 
means of overcoming such limitations, with results of computer simula
tions performed to demonstrate their effectiveness presented in section 
4. Section 5 provides a discussion of the experimental findings, whilst 
section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 PREPLANNED RESTORATION 

When alternate routes are preplanned for path restoration and pro
visioning of spare capacity performed to support rerouted paths, it is 
generally assumed that only a restricted subset of all possible combi
nations of failures (span and node) will occur. Furthermore, the spare 
capacity management relates to the routing and capacity allocation of 
working VP routes; if, in any way, one or both of these is changed 
thanks to a network reconfi.guration, the current backup VP assign
ment may not be true to the requirements of the working paths. Thus, 
where preplanning for 100% restoration has taken place, occasions may 
arise where this target cannot be met. In Figure 1(a) for example, a 
multiple span failure induces backup activation of VPs using routes 
1-2-3 and 7-8-9. Given that the capacity of each VP is 5 units, the 
5 units of spare capacity provisioned in links 4-5 and 5-6 (where the 
backups overlap) would suffice under the assumption of single span fail
ures. With a double span failure as shown however, the available spare 
capacity is less than the aggregate capacity of rerouted paths, meaning 
one of the backup paths will not be accommodated. 

Figure 1(b) shows a single failure affecting two VPs, 4-5-6-9 and 4-5-8, 
whose backup routes are 4-7-8-9 and 4-7-8, respectively. The problem 
is that 10 units of spare capacity were originally provisioned in links 
4-7 and 7-8 to support both backups since the capacity of each VP 
was 5 units at the time of assignment; just prior to the failure how
ever, the bandwidth of VP 4-5-8 was increased from 5 to 7 units to 
accommodate higher traffic loads. This means that 12 units of band
width are required where only 10 units are available. In both examples 
shown therefore, the general problem created is one of insufficient spare 
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Figure 1: Causes of limited spare capacity to support preplanned 
restoration. 

capacity to accommodate all activated backups, meaning the level of 
feasible restoration drops below 100%. The following section outlines 
two approaches to producing higher restoration levels in the presence of 
limited spare capacity than would be achieved with only the preplanned 
restoration scheme in its current form. 

3 IMPROVING RESTORATION LEVELS 

3.1 Dynamic route-searching 

3.1.1 Hybrid framework 

A distributed protocol has been described which detects when a backup 
VP is unavailable due to insufficient spare resources and subsequently 
notifies the VP endpoints from where rerouting is orchestrated(Veitch 
et al, 1996b ). It is proposed that a dynamic route-searching protocol 
can then be instigated to recover the failed path. This represents an 
end-to-end path level rerouting operation where the alternate route is 
found after the failure and is based on the principle of message flooding 
which has been proposed in several publications on mesh network self
healing (e.g. see (Grover, 1987) for SDH systems and (Nederlof et al, 
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1995) for ATM). Figure 2 shows the main stages of the hybrid restora
tion framework constituting preplanned and dynamic VP rerouting. 
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Figure 2: Main stages of hybrid restoration framework. 

Upon failure detection, an alarm cell is sent from the adjacent connect
ing points to the endpoints of the VP, where translation table updating 
results in the traffic of the working VP being switched to the backup. 
Next, a confirmation cell, which, like the alarm cell may be formatted 
as a suitable operations and maintenance (OAM) cell(ITU-T, 1993), is 
sent across the backup route to ensure that the required VP capacity 
is available in each link. This implies that nodes maintain databases 
pertaining to each link which store the current available spare capacity. 
If enough capacity exists, the confirmation cell is retransmitted and the 
available spare capacity reduced by the VP capacity. If all links have 
sufficient spare capacity, an acknowledgement cell (ACK) may be sent 
from the remote endpoint to that which originated the confirmation 
cell. On the other hand, stage 3 illustrates that if insufficient spare 
capacity is detected on an outgoing link at some transit node of the 
backup, a negative acknowledgement (NACK) cell may be returned 
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to the VP origin to indicate that the 'preplanned backup VP route is 
unavailable. Each node in receipt of a NACK cell adds the correspond
ing VP capacity back onto the stored value for the link upon which 
it was received. At the VP origin, dynamic route-searching by means 
of selective flooding can then be instigated as the fourth main stage 
of the hybrid strategy. A typical application of how this principle can 
be exploited may be explained with reference to Figure l(b ). Assum
ing VP 4-5-8 is successfully restored by activating backup 4-7-8, whilst 
backup 4-7-8-9 fails to be activated due to limited spare capacity, a 
dynamic route-searching scheme may result in a completely new route 
being found such as 4-1-2-3-6-9, provided that sufficient spare capacity 
exists in each link. 

It should be noted that although the dynamic restoration scheme is 
described within a hybrid restoration framework to supplement pre
planned restoration, it need not strictly be the case. Since preplanned 
backup VPs consume resources like VPI numbers and memory, they 
may only be provisioned for priority VPs where payment can subsidise 
the cost. Other, low priority paths, may rely only on the less certain 
mechanism of dynamic restoration. As shown in Figure 3 therefore, 
dynamic route-searching can be used in different instances depending 
on the level of preplanned protection. 

3.1.2 Protocol overview 

Assuming both endpoints of a bidirectional VP learn of the lack of a 
backup or the inability to assign a backup VP in the event of a fail
ure, a predetermined node ranking will ensure that only one endpoint 
commences the route-searching procedure. This guarantees that each 
direction of a VP follows the same physical route. The protocol encom
passes two main phases. Forward search (FS) messages are broadcast 
in a controlled manner between endpoints of the failed working VP. 
Candidate routes are found from the tree search such that the mini
mum available spare capacity of all the links in the route exceeds the 
required (bidirectional) path capacity. The destination node selects 
the first feasible route, and, by way of a reverse control (RC) phase, 
VPI translation tables are set up to establish the route, provided that 
a spare VPI number exists in each link. A bidirectional VP is deemed 
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of hybrid restoration strategy. 

to be restored once the endpoint which triggered the flooding process 
receives an RC message in confirmation mode, and translation tables 
are updated. RC messages, which are basically modified FS messages, 
can also be sent in cancellation mode to clear routes by relinquishing 
a. certain portion of capacity claimed speculatively in the FS 'phase. A 
general prerequisite is that all switching nodes have capacity databases 
pertaining to each outgoing link, meaning the working and spare capac
ity allocations within a. link can be managed. Along with link capacity 
management, each node should store information regarding adjacent 
node IDs. 

3.1.3 The forward search (FS) phase 

Assuming for the time-being that message contents can be mapped 
into a. single cell, the VP origin endpoint prepares a. forward search 
(FS) cell with the VP destination node ID, selected a.s the last (i.e. 
remote) crossconnect of the VP route, as well a.s VPI/link ID informa.-
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tion to enable switching of the correct VP at the remote node. Such 
information is mapped into outgoing messages so that the associated 
VP destination node can extract the flooded message, and pinpoint 
the VP to be restored. The reason for this is that VPs do not have 
a network-wide identifier, but rather have their routes specified on a 
link-by-link basis using VPis. The relevant information for each VP 
must be pre-stored in a database at the designated endpoint which 
triggers flooding, as shown in Figure 4. The VPI/link ID information 
pertaining to the first (i.e. home) cross connect is also written into the 
cell to permit identification of the VP to be rerouted when a return 
message is received. The VP capacity and a hop count are also included 
in the cell which is sent from the endpoint to the first VP crosscon
nect. It is between here and the remote crossconnect, which is the last 
VP connecting point prior to the opposite VP endpoint, that rerouting 
will actually be provided. This enables the separation of the transport 
network into core and access regions. 

database 

VP DATA 

Capacity 

Dest node tO 

Dest node VPtllink ID 

Figure 4: VP backbone network architecture. 

F4 OAM flows are not used for the transmission of cells attributed to 
the dynamic restoration protocol. This is because such flows exist to 
support already established connections. The goal of dynamic route
searching is to use forward search (FS) and reverse control (RC) cells 
to establish a connection dynamically. The issue of providing a control 
channel to support self-healing control messages has been addressed 
in (Fujii and Yoshikai, 1994). They propose the use of a unique VPI, 
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VCI and PT combination in the cell header to distinguish it as a self
healing control (SHC) cell. The term SHC cell will be used hereafter as 
a generic description of FS and RC cells used in the dynamic restoration 
protocol, whilst the term OAM cell covers those cells associated with 
the preplanned restoration protocol. 

Now, to enable the first VP crossconnect to relate the received FS 
cell to a particular VP, the VP origin endpoint will have included the 
VPI( out) of the failed VP in a special field reserved for this purpose. By 
consulting the translation table, the VPI of the cell will be the same as 
a VPI(in) at the crossconnect. Subsequently, the VPI(out)/link ID in
formation is written into the FS; as stated previously, such information 
will be contained in a reverse control (RC) message which reaches the 
home VP crossconnect, enabling the VP of interest to be pinpointed. 
Once the current node ID is added, the cell is suitably prepared for 
broadcasting. When broadcast from subsequent nodes, the node ID 
and transmission link ID are added to allow the correct path to be 
traced in the reverse phase of the process, either for route confirmation 
or cancellation. 

The processing of an FS cell at transit nodes constitutes the selective 
flooding algorithm, and is generalised in pseudo-code form overleaf. 
Cw is the VP capacity and Se is the available spare capacity of link 
e. Additionally, vl identifies the node reached by link l, and V de
scribes the set of nodes already visited by an FS; node and link IDs are 
added each time an FS is broadcast. Finally, e is the edge/link upon 
which an FS is received. By scrutinising the details of the algorithm, 
it can be observed that the selective rebroadcasting of an FS cell de
pends on available spare capacity (both of the proposed outgoing link 
and the link upon which the cell was received to account for bidirec
tional rerouting), the span hop count, and the nodes already visited. 
Regarding the VP capacity, speculative capturing is performed in the 
forward phase leading either to confirmation and route establishment 
in the reverse phase, or controlled capacity relinquishing as part of 
route cancellation. Details of these operations are discussed next. 
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1 If Se ~ C'lr 
2 Se = Se- C'lr 
3 If destination..node =f; this..node 
4 If hop_count < hop_countJimit 
5 spawn= 0 
6 For each adjacent link l. 
7 If vl ll. V and St ~ C'lr and STATE{link..l} = UP 
8 COPY FS 
9 ADD ID{this..node},ID{link..l} 
10 hop_count++, spawn++ 
11 St = St- C'lr 
12 transmit FS on link l. 
13 Endif 
14 EndFor 
15 If spawn = 0 
16 procedure FS_discard 
17 Endlf 
18 Endlf 
19 Else 
20 procedure FS_discard 
21 Endlf 
22 Else If destination node = this..node 
23 If route..found = 0 
24 create RC...confirm cell and route on link e 
25 route_found = 1 
26 Else If route_found = 1 
27 create RC...cancel cell and route on link e 
28 Se = Se +C'Ir 
29 Endlf 
30 Else 
31 create RC_cancel cell and transmit on link e 
32 discard FS 
33 procedure FS_discard 
34 create RC...cancel cell and transmit on link e 
35 discard FS 
36 Se = Se + C'lr 

3.1.4 Reverse control (RC) phase 

If an FS cell is the first to reach a VP destination, the VPI/link ID 
data is used to reroute the VP at the remote crossconnect. An RC cell 
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in confirm mode will be sent back containing a VPI which allows both 
directions of the VP route to be set up. An RC cell in cancel mode is 
sent if any further FS cells reach the destination of the same VP. As 
shown in the FS cell processing algorithm, a simple boolean variable 
denoted route_found will be used to determine the relevant response 
to FS reception. Upon receipt of an RC_cancel cell, the VP capacity 
is added back to the available capacity record for the link bearing the 
cell. RC_cancel cells are also sent in the reverse direction when FS cells 
cannot be forwarded due to one or more of the broadcast conditions not 
being met. A careful control of RC_cancel cell propagation is required 
to prevent capacity contention. between simultaneous search processes. 

Consider the scenario of Figure 5. Node X receives an FS cell from node 
W, and broadcasts modified copies of the cell to nodes Y and Z. The 
FS cell at node Y cannot be retransmitted, so an RC in cancel mode 
is returned to node X. When X receives the RC cell, it increments the 
available spare capacity of the relevant link by the quantity contained 
in the cell, denoting the VP capacity. The cell cannot be passed back 
to node W however, as capacity on the link W-X may be required by 
the other route-searching process spawned by node X, currently active 
at node Z. To ensure capacity consistency, a spawn_index parameter is 
employed at each node. If a node receives its nth FS cell which spawns 
at least one copy, it increments its spawn index value (initialised at 0) 
to n. If q copies are made, the broadcast_count linked to spawn index 
n, is set to q. When an FS cell is sent, it contains the spawn index 
associated with the current node. When an RC cell in cancel mode is 
received at a node, the spawn index value is retrieved and used to point 
to the broadcast count which is decremented by 1. If this becomes 0, 
and the confirmation_indicator is 0, the cell is retransmitted, otherwise 
it will be discarded. When an RC in confirm mode is received, the rel
evant broadcast count parameter is decremented, and the confirmation 
indicator is set to 1, before retransmitting appropriately. The following 
pseudo-code summarises the transit node processing of RC cells. 
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1 Receive RC...cancel on span e 
2 s. = s. +C. 
3 broadcast_cnt = broadcast_cnt - 1 
4 If this node ::/; origin node 
5 If broadcasLcnt = 0 and confirm_var = 0 
6 retransmit RC cell to next node on link l 
7 St = St +c .. 
8 Else 
9 discard RC cell 
10 Endlf 

1 Receive RC..confirm on span e 
2 broadcast_cnt = broadcasLcnt - 1 
3 confirm_var = 1 
4 If this node ::/; origin node 
5 retransmit RC cell to next node 

Figure 5: Contention control with RC cells in cancel mode. 

Note that the use of broadcast_count and confirmation_indicator pa
rameters pointed to by the spawrLindez parameter of a node, are not 
expressed in the generalised FS processing algorithm. Figure 6 illus
trates the database requirements to support spawn indexing, which in 
essence is a very simple, yet powerful mechanism for controlling con
tention in a distributed path restoration protocol. 

Han RC cell in cancel mode reaches the home crossconnect, dynamic 
route-searching may be re-initiated. A boolean variable associated with 
each VP at its home crossconnect must be maintained to enable the 
control of re-attempts. The variable denoted route_found will be ini
tialised as 0, with receipt of an RC_confirm cell forcing it to 1. Subse
quently received RC_cancel cells will be discarded. Han RC_cancel cell 
is received at the home crossconnect to find that the route_found vari-
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Figure 6: Dynamic database for VP self-healing scheme. 

able is 0, re-instigation of the dynamic search process may be permit
ted. Two important parameters accrue from this operation, symbolised 
here as r and ,.r, where r is the number of re-attempts, and ,.r is the 
delay in initiating a re-attempt. It should be noted that the restoration 
protocols have been expressed in their simplest context with assump
tions that VP capacities are symmetrical, and that VPis are always 
available on links of dynamically-sought routes. 

3.2 Demand-based restoration 

Whereby dynamic restoration may supplement preplanned rerouting 
to increase the level of restoration when there is limited spare capac
ity in the network, demand-based restoration has been proposed as an 
adapted version of the simple preplanned backup VP activation pro
tocol for this same purpose(Veitch et al, 1996c ). In contrast with the 
sophistication of the dynamic route-searching protocol, the principle 
is remarkably simple in that rather than capturing the peak reserved 
capacity of a VP across the backup route, the active VP capacity is cap
tured instead. This is the aggregate bandwidth of all virtual channels 
(VCs) which are currently active on the VP, and is just as accessible 
as the peak VP capacity. This is because the confirmation message 
which reserves capacity along the backup route is launched from a VP 
origin endpoint where call admission control (CAC) functions are ex
ecuted. The impetus of this scheme is therefore to restore more VPs, 
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admittedly by lowering their bandwidths which can adversely affect 
call blocking probabilities, but with the result of fairer restoration in 
the midst of limited spare capacity. From Figure 1(a), if each VP 
has a utilisation of 0.5 meaning the active capacity is 2.5 units, then 
demand-based restoration will result in both VPs being restored from 
the double failure. 

4 MODELLING AND SIMULATION 

The aim of computer simulation is to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
both the hybrid restoration scheme and the demand-based approach 
in augmenting the level of restoration when the spare capacity in the 
network is limited such that < 100% restoration is achieved with just 
the preplanned backup VP activation. A 20 node, 31 span grid network 
was employed with 190 bidirectional VPs of unit capacity, i.e. one 
between each node pair. A shortest hop span disjoint backup path 
was assigned to each working VP. In order to represent differing levels 
of (limited) spare capacity in the network, an arbitrary spare capacity 
quota was allocated to each network link as a portion of the working VP 
capacity. Values of 20% to 70% in 10% increments were employed for 
each simulation. A single simulation actually comprises the failure of 
each possible span independently. For a certain failure, the restoration 
ratio achieved by any particular scheme is the total number of restored 
VPs to the number of failed VPs; the mean restoration ratio for the 
network is subsequently found by averaging the individual metrics over 
each possible failure. 

Within the hybrid restoration framework comprising preplanned and 
dynamic route-searching mechanisms, if a backup VP cannot be as
signed due to limited spare capacity, a negative acknowledgement cell 
is returned to the VP origin endpoint as was illustrated in Figure 2 
for one direction of a bidirectional VP. Due to a preliminary ranking of 
node IDs, one endpoint of a bidirectional VP will instigate the dynamic 
search procedure which seeks and establishes an alternate route. If a 
replacement VP route fails to be found on the first attempt, a single 
retrial is permitted after a delay of r.,.. For all simulations of the dy
namic scheme, the hop count limit H = 8, and r.,. = 30 msec. Other, 
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generic simulation parameters were: cell processing delays = 1 msec, 
cell transmission speed = 1 Mbit/s, and routing table update time = 
5 msec. The demand-based restoration works in the same way as the 
conventional backup activation scheme, except that the active VP ca
pacity is captured as opposed to the peak value. Given that VP traffic 
loading characteristics have a direct impact on performance, it was as
sumed that each VP has a capacity of 20 VCs of constant bandwidth, 
and a Poissonian arrival distribution with mean value 12 Erlangs to 
satisfy a 1% blocking ratio. Call holding times followed a negative ex
ponential distribution. The significance of traffic loading assumptions 
will be discussed further in section 5. 
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Figure 7: Mean restoration ratio versus spare capacity ratio. 

70 

Figure 7 shows the mean restoration ratio of the hybrid restoration and 
demand-based restoration compared with the basic preplanned scheme 
with peak capacity allocation, for the range of spare capacity ratios. 
The plot for demand-based restoration represents the average value 
from 15 simulation replications. It is clear that each scheme has the 
potential to enhance the self-healing capability of the ATM network 
by increasing the restoration ratio where there is limited spare capac
ity. For the given assumptions and a spare capacity ratio of 30% for 
instance, the hybrid restoration increases the average restoration ratio 
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by 30% from the static case, whilst demand-based restoration provides 
a 56% increase. As the spare capacity increases meanwhile, the po
tential gain yielded by the application of each method diminishes to 
negligible levels. This is due to the relative abundance in spare capac
ity, albeit placed arbitrarily in the network, which can be exploited by 
the "conventional" preplanned restoration scheme. 

Another performance metric of interest besides restoration ratio, is the 
blocking experienced by virtual connections on VPs which have failed. 
If a VP is unrestored, and no dynamic VC routing is employed, the 
blocking of calls arriving to that VP will be 100%. If a VP is re
stored by peak capacity assignment, the blocking will remain the same 
before and after restoration; if demand-based restoration is employed 
meanwhile, the VP capacity reduction will result in a higher blocking 
ratio in the wake of restoration. For a particular failure, the average 
blocking computed for all failed VPs is worked out, then averaging over 
all possible failures results in the mean network blocking ratio in the 
wake of restoration. Figure 8 shows the results for each restoration 
scheme whereby Erlang's formula has been employed to compute indi
vidual cases of VP blocking, with traffic assumptions as before. What 
this means is that where a VP is restored by peak capacity alloca
tion, the blocking is 1% before and after restoration. In the case of 
demand-based restoration, the blocking will be found by changing the 
VP capacity to whatever the active capacity was at the time of failure. 

The best result is achieved by the hybrid restoration. Although less 
VPs are restored than with demand-based restoration, VP capacities 
are unaltered so the average blocking remains low. It is very interest
ing that at low quotas of spare capacity, the result for demand-based 
restoration is more favourable than with the conventional scheme, with 
the situation reversed at spare capacity ratios of around 50% and above. 
At the low spare capacity values, demand-based restoration yields many 
restored VPs with reduced capacity compared with the conventional 
preplanned scheme whereby fewer VPs are restored and a high propor
tion of unrestored VPs exist whose blocking is 100%. With increasing 
spare capacity, the high portion of restored VPs with unaltered ca
pacity as obtained with conventional restoration yields lower average 
blocking than the demand-based result where the restoration is also 
high, but VP capacities are shrunk. These results suggest that the 
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best performance of demand-based restoration is evident at very low 
spare capacity ratios. It is worth noting that simulations of a 30 node, 
57 span network, exhibited similar general trends as those described 
herein; reference (Veitch, 1996d) provides more details. 

5 DISCUSSION 

Of the two schemes proposed for enhancing the self-healing capability 
of ATM virtual path networks, it appears at first glance that demand
based restoration achieves the best improvement in restoration ratio 
in the presence of limited spare capacity compared with the hybrid 
restoration technique. Moreover, this comes with virtually no process
ing overhead as it involves a rudimentary adaptation to the existing 
backup VP activation protocol, whereas implementation of the dy
namic scheme would incur substantial additional processing software 
in network nodes. Where this bears most relevance is in the measure
ment of restoration completion times. Demand-based restoration is just 
as fast as normal preplanned restoration, whilst the hybrid restoration 
incurs delays due to the signalling needed to inform VP endpoints that 
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a backup is unavailable, followed by the two-phase path restoration 
:Hooding protocol. To its credit however, the dynamic technique has the 
capability to circumvent multiple failures which strike both a working 
and backup path; eg from Figure 1(a), failure of links 1-2 and 4-5 ren
ders any attempted backup activation scheme for the failed path 1-2-3 
useless due to the concurrent failure of the statically assigned backup 
route. A dynamic search meanwhile, could result in a new route, 1-
4-7-8-5-6-3 being found. In other words, the dynamic scheme brings 
greater flexibility in the midst of unforeseen failures. 

The performance of the demand-based restoration is wholly dependent 
on the VP traffic loading characteristics, in particular the average util
isation of paths which governs the active capacity. As the utilisation 
of VPs increases, so too does the average active capacity which tends 
towards the peak capacity, meaning the performance of demand-based 
restoration likens to that of the conventional pre-assigned scheme in
volving peak capacity allocation. This is demonstrated in Figure 9 for 
a spare capacity ratio of 30%. With a fixed blocking ratio of 1% on each 
VP, the mean offered traffic is increased in sympathy with the maxi
mum number of VCs (labelled on the X-axis) to suit the fixed blocking 
ratio, thus providing greater path utilisation. The mean restoration 
ratios for conventional pre-assigned and hybrid restoration are insensi
tive to the changing VP traffic characteristics, whilst the demand-based 
result is shown to deteriorate with increasing path utilisation. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has investigated potential limitations of preplanned backup 
VP restoration in ATM mesh networks which result in restoration lev
els dropping below 100%. The occurrence of an unanticipated multiple 
failure, or the application of a VP bandwidth modification prior to a 
failure, were shown to induce conditions of limited spare capacity to 
support the activation of certain backup VPs. Two distinct methods 
of improving the restoration ratio where the spare capacity is deemed 
to be "tight", were proposed: the first is a dynamic route-searching 
technique intended to supplement the preplanned scheme within a hy
brid framework, though it is equally feasible to employ for VPs which 
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Figure 9: Mean restoration ratio as a function of VP traffic load. 

have no static protection; the second scheme, demand-based restora
tion, constitutes an adaptation to the basic preplanned backup VP 
activation scheme whereby the active rather than the peak VP capac
ity is captured. Simulations were performed to demonstrate how the 
self-healing capability could be enhanced by the application of each 
scheme in the presence of limited spare capacity. 

It can be concluded that a hybrid restoration scheme comprising pre
planned restoration supplemented with a dynamic route search pro
vides a modest gain in restoration ratio where the spare capacity is 
very limited, and instills flexibility into the strategy for handling un
foreseen multiple failures which strike working and backup path routes. 
The implementation costs have yet to be evaluated, but may be signifi
cant given the relative complexity of the technique compared with pre
planned restoration. Moreover, the restoration speeds may be compar
atively slow meaning call disconnection is more likely(Veitch, 1996d). 

Demand-based restoration can be implemented at little extra cost to 
the currently proposed backup VP activation scheme, thus incurring 
no restoration time overheads. The scheme provides maximal gain in 
restoration ratio when the available spare capacity is very limited and 
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the average utilisation of VPs is low. With low spare capacity, there is 
the added advantage of lower mean blocking experienced on failed VPs 
than with conventional preplanned restoration. As the spare capacity 
and/or average VP utilisation increases, the result tends to that of the 
conventional preplanned scheme meaning the advantage of demand
based restoration in terms of restored connections is diminished. If the 
conditions which produce maximal gain are known to exist at certain 
times however, the selective application of demand-based restoration 
may be considered. That is, an on-going monitoring of the state of 
VPs and the current spare capacity in the network may lead to special 
flags being set at VP endpoints to denote that in the event of failure, 
the active capacity is to be captured. 
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